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Washington, D. C. 20555 -

Dear Mr. Nixon:

Please note our letter dated June 24, 1981 reporting radon and thoron

measurements for May through mid-June, 1981. The radon and thoron daughter

measurementi reported for the West boundary location on **6/12/81 require

further clarification concerning the sample point distances and local

topography. Immediately west of the boundary lies the elevated Elgin,

Joliet, and Eastern Railroad track bed, the western side of which leads

into an extended gently sloping area. A cross-section sketch of the area
i

is attached.

Before sunrise radon and thoron readings were taken at distance traversing

this profile starting at the boundary sample point to note possible effects

of nocturnal atmospheric inversion on dispersive air movements in these

lo ing depressions.
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As noted, radon and thoron readings were elevated at these points under

these conditions in relation to similar samples taken during mid-afternoon:

pCi/L

RN TH

Before Sunrise: Boundary Fenceline 5.0 4.0
50 Feet West ND 1.6

150 Feet West ND 4.0
200 Feet West ND 2.4

Mid-Afternoon: Boundary 0.4 0.048

Similar elevated radon and thoron readings were noted for all four boundaryi

points in samples taken 6/4/81 under similar atmospheric cortiitions before-
!

sunrise as compared to other readings later in the day:
i

pCi/L

East North West South

6/4/81 RN TH RN TH RN TH RN TH

Before sunrise 2.0 0.54 3.0 4.0 7.0 10.2 2.0 0.32
,

Mid-Morning 0.2 0.024 0.2 0.016 0.2 0.064 0.2 0.016

The significance of this preliminary data is under assessment.

Your ry Cr ly,
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(Sketch not to scale)


